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This gorgeous book explores the fashion world’s the majority of coveted and iconic object— Complementing
the shoes are stills, sketches, and artist statements for six films specially commissioned for the exhibition
from Ghada Amer and Reza Farkhondeh, Zach Gold, Steven Klein, Nick Knight, Marilyn Minter, and Rashaad
Newsome that explore a variety of provocative styles and demonstrate the power of the high heel in the
collective creativity. Killer Heels explores the rich cultural history of the rearfoot and its relation to power,
fantasy, sexuality, and identity. More than 160 spectacular contemporary and historical shoe designs—from
sixteenth-hundred years Venetian systems to twenty-first-century Christian Louboutins—play with the
cultural and artistic possibilities of the high heel, use innovative or unexpected materials, and push the
limitations of features and beauty.the high-heeled shoe. This collection of killer heels can be filled up with
stunning photos and style lore. In addition, many of the designers included in the exhibition (including Brian
Atwood, Zaha Hadid, Pierre Hardy, and Christian Louboutin), along with Elizabeth Semmelhack, Senior
Curator of the Bata Footwear Museum, contribute thoughts on topics such as for example their inspiration
and design process, and the cultural significance of high heel shoes. September 4, 2015–#8232;May 15,
2016February 15, 2015Albuquerque Museum&#8232; May 30–August 9, 2015 Palm Springs Art Museum,

California & February 5–This book accompanies a traveling exhibition: Brooklyn Museum &January 3, 2016
Currier Museum of Art, &#8232;#8232; Manchester, New Hampshire&#8232;September 10, 2014–
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The Art and Research of the Stiletto My husband gave me this publication for my 71st birthday. Five Stars
This is a great gift for the lover of shoes very nice catalogue. An excellent inspiration for out of the
package thinking and unusual uses of fun materials. I enjoyed the beautiful photography in this reserve and
recommend it to anyone thinking about fashion or engineering. Great book!. I liked the exhibit, therefore i
had to get the book! There were also some crazy cowboy shoes or boots that were not pictures. However,
the exhibit was better. I wish the publication told more tales about the shoes, like if they were on display.
Five Stars A+++++ Five Stars Killer Heels for certain!! Again, great book!!! Dead on for lovers of beautiful
shoes or boots! Got this publication for my adult child who LOVED beautifully designed sneakers. She loves
this publication!! .. I loved the exhibit Great book! present to my high heel wearing girlfriend and she adored
it and shows it to all her friends I gave this reserve as a gift to my high heel wearing girlfriend and she
loved it and shows it to all her friends. It's something special. I was sad not to see the Ruby slippers, and
Marilyn Monroe's shoes. A great coffee table book. They put thier best dressed feet forward An amazing
assortment of extreme shoe style. Very interesting images of high heel shoes. The tale from the 1950's
about adding metal rods to make thin stiletto heels reminded me of a friend's father, an engineer
constructing a local dam, saying there is more pressure per square in . on the heel of a 120 pound woman
wearing these sneakers than on anywhere in a dam. fast shipping and delivery.very nice catalogue. Thanks -

New book in a discount as listed. I still love my stilettos. Great discounted new reserve. Wow It was a
winning present for a well-heeled and discriminating author
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